
Welcome to SCIoI

Your Guidebook to Science of Intelligence



About this guidebook  

This guidebook is meant to help you prepare for your arrival in  
Berlin and guide you through the bureaucratic processes of your 
stay. We’ve included information about the cluster and its structure,  
useful numbers and addresses within the TU and Berlin, checklists 
and forms, and a short guide to the city. We tried our best to make 
this guide as comprehensive as possible, but if you have any  
further questions we will be happy to help and/or point you in the 
right direction. A digital version of this booklet with clickable hyper-
links can be downloaded here: www.scioi.de/education/welcome

Contacts 
Managing Director:
Roland Aust (MAR 6.026 )
+49 30 314 73196
roland.aust@tu-berlin.de 
SCIoI office: 
Sarah Beckmann (MAR 6.025 )
+49 30 314 73848
s.beckmann@scioi.de
Public Relations:
Solveig Steinhardt (MAR 6.027 )
+49 30 314-73264
solveig.steinhardt@scioi.de
Graduate Program:
Zarifa Mohamad (MAR 6.027 )
+49 30 314-22673
zarifa.mohamad@scioi.de
Lab manager:
Mathis Kaiser (MAR 6.057 )
+49 30 314-73259
mathis.kaiser@scioi.de
IT-Support:
Serkan Korkmaz (MAR 6.057)
+49 30 314-70212
serkan.korkmaz@scioi.de
Finances: 
Sabine Bruno (MAR 6.025)
+49 30 314-73889 
sabine.bruno@scioi.de 

The SCIoI Website 
For further and more extensive infor-
mation on topics like our projects, staff, 
doctoral program, advisory boards and 
committees, events and news,  
employment opportunities, and more,  
you can also consult the Science of  
Intelligence website, which is updated 
regularly. 
 --> www.scienceofintelligence.de  
(or www.scioi.de)

Location and facilities 
The central SCIoI facilities are located 
in the Technische Universität building 
in Marchstraße 23, in Charlottenburg, 
but some of the research takes place 
in different locations, which include the 
Humboldt University labs, Adlershof,  
Free University, the IGB in Müggelsee etc. 
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SCIoI  Mission and Structure

Structure
The research strategy represented  
in SCIoI is articulated in four main  
Research Units: 

The first Research Unit, titled “Synthe-
sizing the principles of intelligence,” 
deals with the understanding of              
biological intelligence and the replication 
of these concepts in intelligent artifacts 
such as robots. 
The second unit, “The principles of in-
telligence,” examines the observations 
extracted from the projects in Research 
Unit 1 and abstracts and generalizes 
them to extract the principles of intelli-
gent behavior. 
The third unit, called “Advancing the 
synthetic components of intelligence,” 
develops new methods for the investiga-
tion of intelligence.  
The fourth, “Sociological and philosophi-
cal framing,” addresses the  
methodological, conceptual, and ethical 
questions raised by our projects.

Example behaviors 
For each of the first three research 
units there is a corresponding  
intelligent example behavior.  
Example behaviors are chosen to  
capture fundamental aspects of  
individual intelligence, social  
intelligence, and collective intelligence, 
and they are used as touchstones of 
our understanding of intelligence. 

1. Escaping from an escape room
2. Learning in social interaction 
3. Cooperative shepherding

These Research Units are represented by  
the principal investigators (“PIs”), each of 
whom leads one or more relevant 
projects and one or more teams of  
researchers, including Post-Docs and 
PhDs. Each researcher in SCIoI receives 
office space, shared with other research-
ers, and lab space. In order to ensure 
maximum interdisciplinarity and to foster 
inter-departmental dialogue, offices are 

shared by researchers from different 
disciplines: this means that you will typ-
ically be sharing your office with, say, a 
philosopher, a neuroscientist, a behavioral 
ecologist, or a computer scientist.  
The SCIoI staff also includes a graduate 
program coordinator, a number of PhD lab 
assistants, and a communication depart-
ment for the dissemination of research 
information and internal communication.
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Mission
Understanding intelligence is one of the 
greatest challenges of our time. Yet, 
in spite of extensive research efforts 
spanning many scientific disciplines, 
our comprehension remains fragmented 
and incomplete. Until now, the involved 
disciplines have been segregated, each 
producing its own theories and empirical 
findings about aspects of intelligence. But 
these theories and findings remain dis-
connected and sometimes inconsistent. 
SCIoI marks a turning point: It attains 

cohesion among those disciplines and is 
a unified scientific endeavor towards an 
understanding of intelligence.
The Science of Intelligence cluster unites 
synthetic disciplines such as robotics, 
artificial intelligence, and computer vision, 
and analytical ones, such as neurosci-
ence, psychology, philosophy, and  
behavioral ecology. The cluster’s goal is 
to train a new generation of intelligence  
researchers who will ensure a deep and 
lasting integration of the disciplines. 
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Swarm intelligence 
is one of SCIoI’s 
research topics

The robotics  
lab at SCIoI
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TIP: You can find more information 
about SCIoI’s research at  
www.scioi.de/research/structure
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Doctoral degree
Doctoral degree
In Germany, doctoral degrees are con-
ferred only by the faculties of universities 
(e.g. Faculty IV - Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science), not by individual 
university institutes or graduate schools. 
   A biologist or a psychologist matric-
ulated at Humboldt-Universität will be 
awarded a Doctor rerum naturalium (Dr. 
rer. nat.), a psychologist matriculated at 
Freie Universität will be granted a Doctor 
philosophiae (Dr. phil.), while candidates 
in Computer Science may obtain the 
degree Dr. ing. 
   Doctoral candidates will be awarded 
the title typically conferred by the faculty 
in which they are enrolled. Which faculty 
doctoral candidates are enrolled at will 
typically depend on the affiliation of their 
main supervisor.  

Regulations for Doctorates 
(‘Promotionsordnung’)
The exact requirements for the doctorate 
and final examinations depend on the 
regulations of the respective faculties. 
Even within the same field, these  
regulations may vary depending on when 
you enrolled. 
   Therefore, doctoral candidates should 
talk to their supervisors and carefully 
read the webpages of the faculty where 
they are registered. Should anything be 
unclear, it is strongly advised that you 
make an appointment with the faculty’s 
advisors for further information.
   Generally, doctoral theses (monographs 
or a series of peer-reviewed published 
papers) may be written and defended 
both in German or in English. However, 
candidates are responsible for finding out 
whether they will have to make a special 
application to their faculty for an  
English-language thesis and defense.
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The SCIoI 
fish lab at the 
HU campus.

Building 
robotic  

components



 

Science of Intelligence is committed to the 
development of early-career researchers. 
Our doctoral program offers the opportunity 
to perform research towards a doctoral 
degree in our diverse, interdisciplinary 
research and teaching environment. As a 
doctoral student, you will focus your  
research around your thesis, gain hands-on 
experience in different intelligence relat-
ed disciplines, and learn to take different 

perspectives on the matter. Your research 
will be complemented by an individually 
tailored curriculum. 
   The doctoral program is planned over 
6 semesters or 36 months. It is recom-
mended to complete the majority of the 
teaching requirements within the first four 
semesters. In order to complete the teach-
ing program, you must earn 180 ECTS (150 
Doctoral Thesis, 30 Teaching Program).
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Our Doctoral Program
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Mandatory: Good Scientific Practice

ADDITIONALLY:  Candidates must choose at 
least 2 additional courses, like for example:

•  Scientific Writing
•  Grant Application Writing
•  Teaching
•  Conflict Management
•  Scientific Presentation

( 1 poster presentation on a conference  
can be credited as one course )

The recognition of ECTS for soft skills  
must be approved by the supervisor of  
each doctoral student. 

Individual curriculum
To be chosen among the following  
subject areas, with the requirement 
that courses add up to 18 ECTS.  
The individual curriculum should be  
discussed and determined between  
doctoral candidates and PIs.

•  Philosophical Foundations 
     ECN block course: 3 ECTS

•   BCCN Winter School 
     Ethical Issues and implications  
     for Society: 3 ECTS

•   Methodological Foundations  
    (Lecture + Tutorial): 6 ECTS

•   Analytical Sciences  
    (Lecture + Tutorial): 6 ECTS

•   Synthetic Sciences  
    (Lecture + Tutorial): 6 ECTS

2
Soft-skill Courses
Soft-skill courses (8 ECTS) include seminars 
on scientific writing and presentation, time and 
conflict management, teaching skills, career 
planning, project management and the like.

1Mandatory courses 
Curricular requirement within the current cohort:
•  PI Lecture Series: 2 ECTS  
•  Journal Club: 2 ECTS
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TIP: For more information about 
our doctoral program. Check out: 
www.scioi.de/education/
doctoral-program/ P
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Meeting expectations 
As a member of SCIoI’s academic  
community, you are naturally expected 
to perform your research, but also to 
become an active part of SCIoI’s diverse 
and interdisciplinary scientific exchange. 
This entails participating in scientific talks 
and conferences, attending lectures and 
seminars, and spending time in your lab or 
office. Social interactions also play a very 
important role in your personal success at 
SCIoI, and attending social meetings, pizza 
nights, and other social events is strongly 
encouraged.
 

PI Lecture Series
Every two weeks on Thursday afternoon, 
one of our PIs gives a lecture on his      
project or about a topic of interest. Attend-
ing this lecture is mandatory for doctoral 
candidates but open to all. Calendars for 
these lectures are published on the  
Science of Intelligence website and in the 
internal calendar, and are publicized via 
social media. 

Thursday Morning Talks
Every Thursday begins with a breakfast 
meeting for all the PIs, often followed by 
a one-hour-long lecture held by a SCIoI 
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member or by a special guest. Check the 
website for up-to-date information and  
schedules. If you would like to hold a 
Thursday Morning Talk about your project, 
please contact Jörg Raisch (see website 
for contact information).  

Distinguished Speaker Series
Once per month, SCIoI invites prominent 
researchers from all over the world to give 
a talk. The talks are organized by doctoral 
candidates and usually include a “Meet the 
Speaker” session. Suggestions for speak-
ers can be sent to Zarifa Mohamad (p.2).

Scientific Exchange
SCIoI offers various opportunities for  
scientific exchange and networking 
throughout the year, including symposia 
and retreats. 

Social Life
SCIoI organizes regular social events,  
and attendance is strongly encouraged.  
In order to communicate with one 
another, SCIoI members use an app  
called Slack. Talk to us if you need  
assistance to set it up. 

Life at SCIoI
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Committees  
Members who wish to stay abreast of the 
cluster’s decision making and structural 
processes can join one of the SCIoI com-
mittees, which deal with themes such as 
equal opportunities, admissions, quality 
assurance, doctoral program, research data, 
and team advancement. 

Ethics Advisory Board
The topic of intelligence research, and in 
particular the creation of technological 
artifacts displaying human-like intelligence, 
raises ethical questions. What impact will 
robotics and AI have on our lives in the 
future? What are the risks, and how can we 
control them? To help us address these 
issues and to guarantee our work’s compli-
ance with ethical standards, we have put 
together an external ethics advisory board 
choosing among the greatest experts in the 
fields of philosophy of artificial intelligence, 
digital ethics, robotics, and law. 

MEET OUR FIVE MEMBERS OF  
THE ETHICS ADVISORY BOARD:
Luciano Floridi, chair (University of Oxford)
Virginia Dignum (Umeå University, Sweden)
Raja Chatila (Pierre and Marie Curie  
University, Paris)
Burkhard Schafer (University of Edinburgh)
Judith Simon (Universität Hamburg)

Scientific Advisory Board
An important scientific goal of SCIoI is 
to unite the disciplines of intelligence 
research. This, of course, is a substantial 
challenge. To help us address it, we have 
assembled a scientific advisory board. The 
members, all external to SCIoI, are highly 
accomplished scientists and also possess 
extensive interdisciplinary research experi-

ence. Each of them comes from a differ-
ent area of intelligence research, cover-
ing both the study of natural intelligence 
and the study of artificial intelligence.                          

HERE ARE OUR SCIENTIFIC 
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS:  
Patricia Churchland (UCSD) 
Naomi Leonard (Princeton University) 
Linda Smith (Indiana University) 
Josh Tenenbaum (MIT) 

     
SCIoI’s Environmental policy 
and conference attendance
As a Cluster of Excellence, SCIoI wishes  
to send a strong signal for environmentally 
conscious action. To reduce the cluster’s 
carbon footprint, SCIoI’s Executive Board 
has established an environmental policy 
for scientific travel.  
According to this policy, which is equally 
valid for all cluster members, SCIoI will not 
reimburse more than three flights in the 

three-year period for each SCIoI member.  
In addition, no flights will be reimbursed 
for travel within Germany. However, there 
is no limit on train rides, both within and 
outside of Germany. It is up to individual 
researchers and their supervisors to  
decide on participation in additional  
conferences, but costs for these will not  
be reimbursed by the cluster. 
Any exceptions to this rule will need to  
be discussed and approved by the  
Executive Board.

The SCIoI WIKI 
A detailed and comprehensive guide to all 
you need to know about SCIoI is the SCIoI 
Wiki. After you receive your TU account, 
which every member receives regardless 
of their institute, you will gain access to 
the Wiki, which includes info about publica-
tions, communication, calendars, parental 
leave, and much more. Contact Mathis Kai-
ser (p. 2) if you need help setting this up.  

Proofreading at the TU
The TU just established a proofreading 
service to support academic careers, 
improve junior scholars’ language skills, 
and promote the internationalization of 
the university. The service offers TU Berlin 
junior scholars the opportunity to have 
their external funding applications written 
in English proofread. The service includes 
proofreading of grammar, spelling, punctu-
ation, and writing style as well as feedback 
on linguistic issues.  
Contact: Julia Kron: 030 314-26765.

Travel reimbursement
Travel funds for travels funded by SCIoI 
are managed centrally by the SCIoI office 
(Sarah Beckmann, p.2). For other travels, 
please contact your local institute.

12
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https://www.tu-berlin.de/abz/menue/uebersetzungsservice/korrektur_service/parameter/en/
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The following centers offer infor-
mation and guidance for junior 
researchers at SCIoI on topics 
such as study, enrolment, conflict 
management, coaching, equal op-
portunities, soft skills, and family 
issues among other things. 

TU-DOC 
Office for Doctoral and  
Postdoctoral Services 
Fraunhofer Straße 33-36
10587 Berlin
 +49 30 314 29622
info@tudoc.tu-berlin.de

Humboldt Graduate School
Luisenstraße 56
10117 Berlin
+49 30 2093 1720
hgs@hu-berlin.de

Dahlem Research School
Hittorfstr. 16
14195 Berlin
+49 30 838 620 61
drs@fu-berlin.de

OMBUDSPERSON
Each university and faculty has 
an ombudsperson for cases of 
conflict or allegations of  
scientific misconduct. 

At Faculty IV, where the SCIoI 
office is located, this person is:
Prof. Dr. habil. Odej Kao
+49 (30) 314-25154 (secretary)
Secr: TEL 12-5
odej.kao@tu-berlin.de

For an extensive list, please  
consult the SCIoI Wiki page.

Anti-discrimination officer  
at TU Berlin
Alexander Hoffmeier
+49 (30) 314-29595
Sekr. K 34, Room H 1042 
info@antidiskriminierung.tu- 
berlin.de

Support and Guidance

Further support

14

Undertaking a doctoral dissertation 
project requires skill, discipline, 
stamina – and the support and guid-
ance from different agents. At SCIoI, 
we do your best to provide you with 
the support you need at the different 
stages of your dissertation project.

Your supervisor is your primary 
contact person for questions related 
to the academic work, lab condi-
tions, equipment etc.

For matters of a more personal 
nature, you can contact the doctoral 
offices at your institution (see  
“Further Support”).

If you are not sure who to  
approach about a certain topic, grad-
uate coordinator Zarifa Mohamad or 
managing director Roland Aust will 
help to connect you with the right 
persons. All requests are treated 
confidentially.
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Robotics 
research
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Arrange for your Visa 
Depending on your citizenship, you may 
need a visa to enter Germany and/or a 
residence permit to stay. Please contact 
a German embassy or consulate in your 
home country for information regarding a 
current visa and residency requirements. 
The address of German embassies and 
consulates around the world can be found 
on the German Federal Office website: 
www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/aamt/aus-
landsvertretungen  

For information on visa and residency 
issues you can also contact the TU Berlin 
visa service. You can also renew your 

residence permit through the visa service. 
Important: If you opt for the use of the 
visa service at TU Berlin, please note that 
processing takes about four weeks and 
during this time you will need to hand in 
your passport. To find the requirements 
for an extension of stay as well as other 
information, such as the opening times  
of the visa service, please visit: 
www.betreuung-int-stud.tu-berlin.de/
menue/aufenthalt/#53968  

Main Building, Room H51   
+49 30 314-2 43 59
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DOCUMENTS TO  
BRING WITH YOU 
• Passport/Visa (please check  
   regulations for valid period)
• Several passport-sized photos  
   (35x45mm)
• International driver’s license  
   (if you are planning to drive) 
• Letter of admission from  
   Science of Intelligence 
• EHIC card and/or other foreign 
   health insurance 
• Travel Health Insurance (optional)  
• Original/certified copies of all your  
   certificates/diplomas/transcripts 
• Language certificates 
• €1500,00 for initial expenses 
• Debit card and credit card

Accommodation and  
cost of living 
Compared to other European capitals, 
Berlin is not considered an expensive city. 
In the last decades, however, the city has 
grown and developed, and it is becoming 
very competitive to find accommodation. 
We therefore recommend that you begin 
your search as early as possible. 
ment rental.

Health insurance 
All SCIoI members are hired in salaried 
positions and are thus covered by German 
public health insurance.

Please note that all scholars and their 
accompanying family members must take 
out a health insurance policy that covers 
them from their first day in Germany. To 
obtain a residence permit, you will be re-
quired to provide proof of your insurance 
cover. Please make sure that you have 
health insurance for the time between 
your arrival in Germany and signing your 
contract. Many EU countries have a social 
security agreement with Germany; please 
check with your local authorities.
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Language classes and  
university sport associations
Berlin’s three universities offer a wide 
variety of sports classes for a minimal 
registration fee. Please check the following 
websites for further information:
 
TU Berlin: www.tu-sport.de (in German) 
HU Berlin: zeh2.zeh.hu-berlin.de/sportarten/
aktueller_zeitraum/index.html  
(in German)  
FU Berlin: www.hochschulsport.fu-berlin.de/
ressources/Seiten/information-in-english.html

Language courses 
TU Berlin offers German and foreign  
language courses at different levels:
• Modern Language Center  
www.zems.tu-berlin.de/zentraleinrichtung_
moderne_sprachen/parameter/en/ 

• Sprach- und Kulturbörse der TU Berlin 
(language and cultural exchange) 
www.skb.tu-berlin.de/contao/index.php/
en/skb.html
• Language Center HU Berlin 
https://www.sprachenzentrum.hu-ber-
lin.de/en/language-centre?set_lan-
guage=en 
• Language Center FU Berlin 
https://www.fu-berlin.de/en/einrichtun-
gen/ze/ze-sprachen/index.html  
 
More German courses can be found  
at the adult education centers  
(Volkshochschulen). A small fee ap-
plies. www.berlin.de/vhs/kurse/deutsch/
deutschfremd.html 

Practical information

Preparing for your move
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Before leaving Berlin, make sure 
to take care of all the deregistra-
tions on this list: this will save you 
tiresome paperwork and possible 
financial consequences. 

Checklist
• Deregister at the registration 
office (to be done no later than 
one week before your departure). 
This is especially important should 
you wish to register again one day 
for a new residence in Germany. 
If you do not deregister, you might 
face a fine.

• Closure of bank account
• Cancellation of contracts (e.g. 
electricity, water, gas, telephone, 
internet). Some of these issues 
might be handled automatically by 
your residential home/guesthouse 
• Return of institute keys
• Return of your university Cam-
pus Card, library card, books, etc.
• Deregistration of your children 
from kindergarten or school
• Paying out of your deposit
• Application for a forwarding  
address at the Deutsche Post (ask 
for a Nachsendeantrag)

Anmeldung 
(Register at the  
registration office)  
Anybody planning to stay in Germany 
longer than two months needs to register 
at the registration office (Meldestelle) of 
a Bürgeramt (registry office). Registration 
should occur within two weeks of arrival, 
or every time your address changes.  
   You may register your family members 
with you without bringing them to the 
Bürgeramt, but you’ll have to fill out the 
form in advance and have all adults sign it.
  
You can find all the necessary forms here:       
www.service.berlin.de/dienstleis-
tung/120686/
 
   To register, first make an appointment! 
The most central offices are also the bus-
iest ones. If you are willing to travel a bit 
outside the city center, appointments be-
come more easily available. If you need an 

urgent appointment, try the online booking 
or the service telephone Mondays at 8:00 
AM. At this time, all cancelled appoint-
ments are released for new bookings.

Once you have an appointment, please 
bring along ALL the following original  
documents:  
• a completed registration form 
• passport 
• rental contract 
• confirmation from the landlord/lessor 
(Wohnungsgeberbestätigung) 
• civil status certificate (e.g. marriage or 
birth certificate) 
• if applicable, for family members: certif-
icates of marriage and birth certificates

At the registration office you will receive 
your registration certificate (Meldebes-
cheinigung), which you will need for the 
extension of your visa or to open a bank 
account etc, and you are advised to bring  

18

Getting a bank account  
Opening a bank account may take a few 
weeks as it also depends on your formal 
registration as a resident in Berlin.  
TIP: We recommend that you arrange for 
a credit card as well as a cash reserve for 
the first couple of weeks.

Campus Card  
The first thing you should do once you are 
enrolled is obtain a Campus Card from 
the TU. This is important regardless of 
your employer institution. With the  
Campus Card you can: 
• receive a TU Berlin email account  
• use the TU Berlin libraries  
• receive a university MENSA card for 

employees and dine at a lower price. 
MENSA Cards are valid across all Berlin 
Universities regardless of your place of 
registration. 
• enter the buildings of TU Berlin at night 
and on weekend  

Where to get your Campus Card:  
Please contact your host professor or the 
head of your institute at TU Berlin. Your 
TUB professor can provide you with a 
provisioning letter (Provisionierungssch-
reiben) for the period of your stay. Once 
you have received your provisioning letter, 
please go to the “tubIT-Laden” (the IT-ser-
vice center of TU Berlin) where the staff 
will take a photo of you and issue your 
Campus Card.

tubIT-Laden  
Einsteinufer 17 
10587 Berlin 
Room EN 024 

Leaving Berlin
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a copy with you at all times.  
You will also receive a tax identification 
number (IdNr.) You will need this number 
if you have an employment contract and 
receive a salary.

http://service.berlin.de/dienstleistung/120686/
http://service.berlin.de/dienstleistung/120686/



